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III.-Tlie Building Apparatus of Melicerta ringens.* 
By FRANCIS ALFRED BEDWELL, $LA., F.B.M.S. 

(Ilcnil bifore the ROYAL RIICROSCOPICAI, SOCIETY, Noaeinber 7, 18i7.) 

PIj.4TES CXCVII. AFD CXCVIII. 

TJIE long-continued absence of Mr. Cuhitt’s interesting papers on 
this sutject, has induced me to group together the following parti- 
cnlars, wliicli are the results of observations made by me in the 
years 1861-62. 

The building apparatus in M. ringens consists of a combination 
of very various parts, in Tdiich combination the pellet organ is but 
one item. I t  is recluisite that the pellet should be specific in 
sliapc wlien made, and in situation and in attitude wlien laid ; 
tho iiinterials have to be specifically selected, tlieir safe arrival at 
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the pellet organ specifically ensured, and all in the presence of very 
considerable opposing risks ; to understand how these results are 
arrived at is one of the exquisite enjoyments of microscopic research. 

My views differ somewhat from those of Mr. Cubitt, and will be 
found exhibited (but diaaraminatically only) in PI. CXCVII., B. Tlie 
first two features that call for attention exist in every wheel-bearing 
rotifer, and are the sccondary lips with their respective streams of 
cilia working in opposite directions, and as a clear view of these 
is very useful in assisting us to appreciate a large portion of tlie 
Rotifera as a group, I shall venture to offer the following as a 
mechanical illustration. Conceive a cog-wheel, Fig. 1, working 
froin left to right, with great rapidity ; on it, lay two smaller cog- 
.vvheels, working the left-hand one from left to right, and the other 
from right to left ; set the apparatus upright in a fluid full of small 
particles, and suppose each wheel to have independent motion 
round a fixed centre, then, if the large wheel had the power 
of drawing from the farther side particles into its teeth and 
jerking them over to tlie smaller wheels, on this side these 
particles would, if carried by the small wheels, have s tendency 
to meet at  the poiiit wliere the small wheels approaeh each other, 
and if the small whcels could be made to deliver them at that 
point, tlie two streams mould unite and pass on in a stmiglit 
path down to  a reccptacle suitably placed for tho purpose. 
Now, if for the Fndl  wheels we substitute lip-like ditches 
standing out from the main wheel with a V-sliaped transverse 
section, and for the cogs of the larger wliecl substitute a rich 
fringe of vibratile cilia, me have the gathering apparatus of ill. 
yiiiyeizs and of the cognate forms, and if' we tlien iill the V-shaped 
secondary lips or ditches with cilia, those on our left moving to the 
right, and those on our right moving to the left, we obtain the 
apparatus which ensures the progress to the receptacle of the par- 
ticlcs so gathered in by the main fringe of cilia. The receptacle 
into wliicli the particles are discharged can be well described by 
likening it to the " hopper" of a flour-mill, or to a truncated 
pyramidal figure with Its base uppermost, and if we proceed to 
connect such a facial wheel or gathering apparatus to such a 
receptacle as in Fig. 2, then by suitable alterations in the out- 
line and attitude of the facial wheel arid the sinaller wheels, we 
can obtain the various forms of Melicerts, Limnias, &c. ; but further 
and besides this, if we cut out a triangular piece from the facial 
wheel at the lower portion, and tip tlie whecl away from the eye 
as on a hinge, and make the two smaller circles coalesce and g~ 
round the '' hopper," TVC obtain, as in Fig. 3, tlie arrangement seen 
in C'oizochihs, and have as in Conochilus the sinus or entrance to the 
receptacle in the centre of the facial circle with the principal 
antennte standing out from its suiface, and by help of these two 
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conventional forms v e  can pass from one to the other of the groups 
referred to  and distinguished in this particular by Mr. Cubitt * and 
Mr. Davis.? 

lieturning now to M. ringens and its building apparatus, I 
agree with Mr. Cubitt that the united stream brought down 
by the two V-shaped ditches is subjected to a process of inves- 
tigation at the point where the two tides meet, and that the edge 
of each V-shaped collecting ditch or secondary lip concludes with a 
blunt organ like a knotty protuberance set symmetrically one 
against the other; two janitors, in fact, to watch the stream, and 
wliicli only allow those particles to pass that are fit either for 
“eatable” or “mural” purposes, and which stop all the rest, sending 
them off at a tangent as “ waste ” over the main chin (see diagram, 
PI. CXCVII., C) where these organs are represented by two triangles 
with the apices downwards ; but below these blunt protuberances I 
place another organ, for the stream which passes the blunt protu- 
lmances bounces down with great force on to a ‘( cushion )) of 
hcmisplierical shape placed at an angle on that side of the sinus 
or ci hopper ” which is opposite to the main chin, and as I cannot 
rvpresent the natural appearance of this cushion by any effort of 
the pcncil, I have shown its position in the diagram by a cubical 
figure placed at  a suitable angle. From this cushion I make out 
ccrtainly three, and sometimes four deflected streams : one glances 
off and shoots down as “ food” to the ~nastax ; a second sometimes 
~ O C S  off at a perpendicular over the main chin, that is ‘i waste ” ; 
and thc third and fourth go off at slight angles to the last, one on 
one side of it, and the other on the other, and these two last arc 
the “nlural ” streatus passing over the side chins and going to the 
p d c t  oqym. Kow, the action of this cushion is most striking, for 
if I am right, it is highly sensitive, and by altering its facial confi- 
giiration with startling rapidity. it distinguishes between all thesc 
fow streams respectively, and drives suitable particles in appro- 
priate directions. 

If nov we follow tho two currents that go from this cushion to 
the side chins, we must try and carry with UB in imagination the 
size of the animal, and the space at our disposal, and we ninst 
rcmember that close over head, so to speak, is a roaring rush of 
6 1  waste ” particles tearing away from the .blunt protuberances and 
tlircatening to sweep away the delicate fragments required for 
tllc pellet organ, and then consider bow the safe passage of those 
fyaginentr to that organ is to be ensured. And here 1 introduce a 
further arrangement ; along each side of the sinus or L 6  hopper,” as 
I have called it, and running at an angle from each side of the 
cusliion to  each side chin, is a ditch (or chase as Mr. Cubitt calls it) 
of cilia, along which the pellet fragments travel, tliis anyone can 

* L IT. fir. J.,’ 101. viii. 1’. 5 t ILid., \ol. xvi. 1). 1. 
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see ; but over each of these side rows of cilia I make the wall of 
the sinus “curl” so as to represent the edge of an ordinary 
flat sponge bath when turned inwards, and thus vhen once a 
particle sets off to a side chin, this overhanging “eave” acts as a 
covered way and prevents it %ying upwards and joining the stream 
above it, and protects it from the effects of the rush of that stream ; 
for this is most noticeable, and a point easily verified-namely, that 
the passage of each set of mural fragments to its own side chin is 
comparatively slow and regular relatively to the rush of waste above, 
and that the contrast between the rate of each stream is marked 
and distinct, and has to be accounted for. 

I have not attempted in the diagram to give the effect here 
referred to, it would tend to confuse the parts, but the ocular 
impressions from which I deduce the existence of the last- 
mentioned arrangement, are as follows :-If the animal is stand- 
ing sideways, then as we focus downwards the moment we arrive 
a t  the nearest mural stream, made visible by carmine, and get 
it in “ true view,” we shall find just over it the edge of the cor- 
responding protecting and projecting “ cave” : focussing onward we 
shall pass through the central stream of ‘ I  waste ” and reach the 
other mural stream, and *just before we reach it and above it is 
the edge of the accompanying ewe;  on the other hand, if we 
take the animal transversely, and suppose that we are looking over 
the main chin and right into the pellet organ, now as we focus 
down we meet the particles as they bounce up from the cushion to 
the side chins and to waste, and then focussing on we shall 
get a successive series of outlines in “ true focus,” forming re- 
peated transverse sections of the sinus, and if I am right they 
will appear as in Fig. 4, where Fig. e is the section nearest 
the eye, and represents the end of the main chin with the side 
ditches to the pellet organ, while Fig. a is the section farthest 
from the eye and close to the cushion. Now all these particulars I 
have seen-and I had once the privilege of seeing and studying 
M. ringens with its lobes turned flat towards me, so that I could 
look right over the main chin and into the pellet organ-and 
Fig. 4, a, b, c, d ,  e,  represent’ the actual effects produced on the 
eye in focussing from above and downwards on that occasion? 

Returning to the cushion, we must follow for a moment (and 
before we go on to the pellet organ itself) the stream that goes to the 

* Mr. Cubitt has used words which lead me to conjecture tliat hc has seen tho 
effects here insisted on, for at p. 209, vol. v. of tho ‘ 1I. 11. J.,’ 110 says, speaking 
of the murd  strearm, that hc has seen them “ course along the chnscs beneath tlic 
lateral margin of the dorsal lobe.” The morcl “be~icntli” lieie ova~tly rxpreabej 
whrtt I describe. I nm bound to add, ho~vcvcr, tliat I h a ~ e  iiercr been ablc to 
pcrsuade my friend Dr. C.  T. Hiidson that my ob~ervations arc correct, and ab 
long as such an observer differs f iou  me I cannot but f e d  solnewhat anxiouj as 
to the accuracy of my conclusions. 
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axophagus : that stream is further scrutinized by the two lovely littlc 
lip-likc organs situate just over the mastax, which touch each particle 
so lightly and rapidly and admit or reject it as they approve or 
disapprove of it ; it is astonishing to see how the little quick jerk 
wliicli tliey give tosses an objectionable morsel up into the central 
strcani of waste and drives it away, thereby actually making a sixth 
separate and distinct stream in this minute space. Tliese two 
organs are represented conventionally in the diagram by two 
triangles, mliile the viastus (also represented conventionally), lies 
just below them. Now it sometinies happens that the two 
JfLi~lt01S above and the cushion overliead have not done their 
dnty, arid thitt in spite of their vigilanco an urirvelcome and 
uiisuitable intruder of unusual magnitudc has reached the more 
delicate tasting organs below; the jerk that was sufticient for an 
ordiiiary sized particle has no eff’ect upon tliis one, it  is sent up 
oiily to return, and tliir happens over and over again until thc 
sinus g:t> clopged with matter-the little lips are so occupied 
in jerking up that they let nothing pass down, and the result is a 
stolqmge of all food. Now there is but one thing to bc done, 
and that is to stop the stream from above, for as long as it goes 
pc~uring on, the downflow will beat the upthrow, and the objection- 
uLlc lmticle will not leave thc sinus ; but in order to stop the streau 
from above, the main wheel itself must stop-and so it does, the 
row of cilia round the edge of the lobes stops dead, the downflow 
stops, the i?mstux joins the little lips in the jerk up, as if determined 
to liave no more trifling, and throws the particle out, and therc- 
upon everything goes on again as before. I t  is curious to observe 
hcre that when the main wheel stops it ‘‘ holds its attitude,” tlie 
cogs arc thcrc, but motionless. All the cilia remain in stutu quo, 
arid you liave the same effect as that so bcautifully represented by 
Mr. Cuhtt  in lib drawings of Steplianoccros,* showing, if anything 
wore wanted to prove it, that the motion of the cilia is exactly the 
mine as that of the stalks of corn in a field under a pasing brewc, 
wliere euch separate stalk moves in succession and rhythmically, 
but each stalk is a little after its neighbour on one side a i d  
before its neighbour on the other. 

The construction of the pellet in the pellet organ itself is the 
next point that calls for our attention: this organ is so well 
known that it is sufficient to describe it as of a cup diape, 
situate under the main chin, and full of cilia, the mouth of 
tho cup being placed perpendicularly, so that when the animal 
is upright the medial axis of the cup is horizontal ; here I a p e  
with Mr. CuLitt that the “normal” shape of the pellet when 
made is that of a Mini4 riflc bullet, as in Fig. 5. It is to 
this fact that I think nlr. Slack refcrs in ‘ Poiid Life,’ p. 93, 

* ‘ 11. M J ,’ \ol ill. p 24s. 
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and again in the c31. M. J.,’ vol. xiv. p. 267, when he speaks of 
“conical” pellets. I n  captivity and when hurried by the 
unnatural surroundings of a small glass receptacle, the animal 
makes imperfect pellets and deposits then1 half made, sometimes 
even throwing the pellet away in the bashful retreatings that it 
makes into its case, but when quite complete they are generally as 
drawn in the diagram, P1. CXCVII., B, and the advantage of such a 
shape over a spherical form in such a building is sunicieritly obvious. 
There are two methods by which this ultimate and coiiiplete form 
is obtained, one the ordinary method, and the other ail extra- 
ordinary method, and both are so exquisitely simple that it is 
impossible to regard them without great wonder and admiration. 
The process in either case consists of two parts, and we will take 
thc ordinary process first. I n  tlle first part of tliis process the 
small particles from the side chins which trickle into tlie pellet 
organ by tlie two little chinks or clefts, one on one side of the 
main chin, and the other on the other, are by cilia kept rolling 
over and over in the pellet cup in the glutinous secretion, there 
exuded, and the motion is kept up around an axis, the angular 
attitude of whicli is constaritly changiiig, just as a boy makes a 
round ball of clay out of a rou@ mass by rolling it between tlie 
palins of his hands in every possible direction; .when this sphere of 
particles is sufficiently hard and large the second part of the process 
begins, and the sphere is then pushed forward into the moutli of the 
pellet organ (PI. CXCVII., B), and there it protrudes a little out 
of the organ, but the niotion now changes to a zlriiform revolving 
motion round an untlltcrable axis, that axis being perpericlicailar to 
the plune of the cup’s tnouth, and behag coincident tuuith the medial 
axis of the cup ; by this simple change the following results are 
arrived at : the part of the sphere which protrudes from the pellet 
organ receives no more accretions, but the part of the sphere which is 
inside the organ does, and these additions as affixed to tlie hind part 
of the sphere are by the revolving motion round one axis arranged in 
the form of a cylinder, just as a boy converts his ball of clay into 
a cylindrical form by continuous rolling round an invariable axis 
between the hands. 

But the same result is sometimes produced by another, which I 
have called an extraordinary method, and which is still mole 
remarkable: it will be seen from Mr. Cubitt’s figures* that the 
pellet sometimes lies transversely in the pellet organ (see my 
Fig. 5). Now I have seen it constructed in that attitude as 
thus: after the sphere is completely made the animal actually 
stops the supply over one of the side chins; it then sets up the 
uniform revolving motion as before, but tliis time round a hori- 
zontal axis, whicli is exactly perpendicular to that tvliich it 

* ‘&I. &I. J.!’ vol. iii. 1). 2 N .  
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adopts in tlic ordinary method-perpen~icular, that is to say, to 
tlic line of‘ vision as you look straight into the pellet organ ; tlie 
result is that the sphere which is pllshed over in the cup to the 
side where there is 110 additional supply coming in, is increased by 
addition only on the other side to which accretions do arrive, and 
thus, white one part remains unaltered and spherical, the other 
part, as before, becomes cylindrical, and the same result is finally 
arrived at  ! 

When we pass on to the act of depositing the pellet on the 
wall of the building we find tlic machinery equally specific and 
dciiiiite. The obvious rernrLrB will occur to the reader tliat when- 
ever tlie pellet is made in the attitude last described, and trans- 
versely to the mouth of the pellet organ, it has to be turned half 
round before it can be deposited, while it must be borne in m i d  
also that there are two ways of doing this, and that one way is 
riglit and tlie other wrong ; for tlic spherical outline of the bullet 
is always laid on tlie outside of the case, and the flat end of the 
bullct is always laid to the inside. I n  the process of depositing it 
the pellet is pinched or nipped between the main chin above the 
pellct o r p n  aud a nob or protuberance like an inverted nose or 
second chin underneath that organ (see tlie diagram) ; between 
this protuberance and the main chin there is a certain amount of 
play, for they can draw towards each otlier so as to hold the pellct 
when extruded from the pellet organ. But then there comes this 
question : how does the animal know where to lay a new pellet ? 
On this point I cannot agree with those writers who say tliat thc 
pellets are laid irregularly; on the contrary, as a rule I fouiid 
them laid with grett regularity, and one row is seldom or ever 
begun until the previous row is finished, and it is tlie exception 
arising from confusion in confinement when the pellets are p1;rccd 
irregularly. Every little youthful housekeeper begins licr domestic 
life by surrouiiding herself with a girdle of pellets, a11 laid on tlic 
top or edge of her transparent case, and slie always finishes the 
first row before slie begins the secoiid, and Mr. CuLitt, in his 
admirable drawing,’ has in no way exaggerated the exquisite 
regularity of the tube when completed. how I agree witli tliit 
gentleman that the organs wliich he calls tlie “lips,” but which 1 
should call “hooks,” or spines, and which with the two long 
aiitenns, or sets-bearing tubes, forin such promiuent objects as the 
aiiiiiml rises from its case, Fig. 6, do play some part in coniicctioii 
with the laying of the bricks, but as to what that part is seems 
wry uncertain. Gut there is anotlier orgaii wliich lie does iiot 
iiieiitiuii, a id  which in my opinion plays a much more definite part 
111 sctt!iiig the impoitant quedioii of’ where the bricks shdl Lc 
laid That oygan is a sinall lmiplc-like protuberance arucll !\it11 

* 31. &I. J.,’ bol. v 1). 209. 
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sets,  as shown in Fig. 6, and which lies between the two hooks 
and a little above them. Still, however, we have the striking fact 
that all these three organs are, when the animitl is feeding and 
making the pellet (see diagram), situated on the opposite side of 
the animal to that in which the pellet organ is placed. But this 
is what happens: When the pellet is ready the animal turns 
round and deposits it at’the spot with which this pimple of seta 
was in contact at the moment before the animal began to turn. It 
does it so quickly that before you have got over the agitation and 
surprise which its unexpected and rapid change of position causes 
you, the act, like a conjuring trick, is over, and the animal is in its 
old position again, with an empty pellet organ hard at work a t  a 
new brick. It is not always easy to give the animal under a high 
power sufficient room to be quite at its ease, and failing that ease it 
is apt to lay the pellet anywhere, but when quite comfortable and 
at  home in its trough, the above results will, I believe, be obtained ; 
and it will be found, as a rule, usually to make its pellet on the 
opposite side of the case to the point at which it deposits it. We 
have thus traced the progress of the pellet from its inception to its 
ultimate deposit, and I will now venture to call attention to some 
points of interest arising out of the above observations when con- 
sidered in connection with other forms of 12otifera. 

Mr. Cubitt’s recognition of Limnias annulatus is most interest- 
ing and valuable. The enpimpled shield with which it gauges and 
regulates the beautiful case that it builds is at once the analogue of 
the spines and pimple of set% in M. ringens; but I would call 
attention to this fact, that L. ceratophylli has also its shield-like 
instrument and in a corresponding position. Whenever that form 
is seen retiring into its case, its favourite attitude will be found to 
be as in Fig. 7 ;  the hard line from a to b in that figure is 
always undeviating in form, and it arises from the presence there of 
the hard shield in question. The shield is seen again in a front 
aspect at Fig. 8, and it acts in two capacities, for when the 
animal retreats, it fills up the mouth of the tube, and serves for an 
operculum, while when the animal is expanded it helps to mould 
the case. The main chin in L. ceratophylli, and over which the 
(‘waste” passes, answers to that in M .  ringens, and has a rough 
receptacle underneath in the place where M. ringens has the pellet 
organ. Here it secretes fluid and rough particles which trickle 
over the main chin, and with these it (‘ rough casts ” its tube on the 
outside, and (‘ stuccoes ” it smoot,hly on the inside; to do the former 
operation it leans over in the attitude which Punch’s victims assume 
at the final slaughter in that eventful history, and then roughly rubs 
on the outside the secreted 0uid and coarser particles; but to do 
the latter it adds the same substance on the inside of the tube, and 
then smooths it down with the shield in question, much as the 

VOL, XVIII. R 
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bricklayer smooths over his stucco with his flat trowel ; and I have 
ver,j little doubt that L. annulatus does much the same with its 
remarkable instrument. M. ringens has nothing like an operculum, 
but its analogous orgaiis, namely the hooks and the pimple of setae, 
also in my opinion serve a double purpose, and are used for defence 
and building ; for the two hooks are formidable weapons at  close 
quarters when the animal finds a disagre'eable opponent intruding 
into its case. The recognition by Dr. Hudson of the striking 
form MeZicerta tyro, is also most acceptable. The presence of the 
third pimple of setae in that form, the absence ofthe hooks, and of 
the pcllet organ, and the presence of the long antennae is cer- 
tainly very instructive. As to the so-called M. piZulu, I am sorry 
Mr. Cubitt did not alter that name when he was altering that of 
L. annulatus, and bring the animal down to a Limnias. M. pilda, 
so far as its building habits go, starts off in a widely divergent 
line of its own ; for it makes its pellets in its stomach, and builds a 
house of ejectamenta; and as lh. Hudson says of' M. tyro, it is 
another delightful instance of how Nature seems to utterly baffle us 
when we attempt to generalize-for while it comes close up to 
Limnias in its form (except that it wants the shield-like addition), 
and while it has the two antennae of a Melicerta, yet it makes its 
case in a new and wholly unexpected manner, and differently from 
either of them. The pimple of setae which M. ringens carries 
between the hooks, and to which I have drawn attention above, 
will at once remind the observer of the so-called siphon of Cephalo- 
siphon which springs from the same spot, as also of the antennae of 
Philodina and Rotifer vulgaris. 

I may be unduly prejudiced in favour of my subject, but the 
apparatus of M. ringens always fills me with wonder and delight ; 
it stands in my judgment so completely and instructively per se, 
it is so complicated yet so accurate in its performance, the apparent 
intelligence of this " speck of life '' is so extraordinary, the results 
are so unexpected, so many points too of the animal's economy have 
to be considered in estimating the final result ; and although true 
i t  is that we have, even from Stentor upwards, a series of rough 
bnilding processes going on, which result in more or less workman- 
like habitations, yet the leap from the very best of'them (Limnias) up 
to M. ringens is to my mind a vast, a giant stride, and just as great 
as the step from a lath-and-plaster cottage up to a house built of 
patent stone, made by the aggregation of sifted sand forced together 
in a mould and deposited by the action of highly complicated ma- 
chinery. To start from Limnias and reach by development an animal 
which in the size of the tenth of an inch shall make 1000 separate 
hricks, each brick shaped like a rifle ballet, convert a sphere into a 
complicated figure, turn the brick round, lay it in its right place and 
attitude, make another, lay that next it, throw away its waste material, 
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choose its material, keep up five, nay six separate and distinct 
currents, all necessary to its object, never let them get confused, 
though there is not the one-hundredth part of an inch between 
either of them, and go on eating all the time, I confess utterly 
seems to me to confound the power of the imagination ; you want 
not merely a pellet organ, that is nothing, you want a set of set% 
at the back of the head, and a pair of hooks on each side of them, 
a movable nose to pinch the brick against the chin and lay it 
on the wall, the cushion to direct, and an apparatus to guide the 
materials, a cleft in each side of the pellet organ to conduct them, 
and the intelligence (or say improved " vital force ") to use 
all the apparatus when you have got it, and make it work as 
one machine. Even with Limnias to help me, still the last form 
of apparatus I should have dreamt of reaching would have been 
such a one as that before us. As to whether it can be reached by 
degradation I know not, but I confess myself unable to see how it 
is possible t o  evolve it out of anything less advanced in organiza- 
tion than itself; at any rate by any process which does not end in 
first creating and then dropping out a score of intermediate non- 
existent forms just at the very point where we most want their 
presence and have a right to expect their existence, and where the 
actual survival of so many, and the extremely favourable and 
established conditions under which the development has been going 
on fnlly entitle us to require the non-existence of the others to be 
strictly accounted for.* 

* I have added in PI. CXCVII., A, a portrait of this beantiful animal ; tliose 
by Mr. Gosse, Mr. Slack and others, and even that by Mr. Cubitt, by no mom8 
exhibit it in it8 best attitude. 


